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ABSTRACT 

There obstacles in developing an effective intrusion detection systemin this modern digital 

world. This work proposes a three level model in developingNIDS that offers multiple types 

of correlations.  In the first level, several feature selection techniques are integrated existing 

feature selection techniques Correlation Feature Selection, Information Gain and Chi square 

to find the best set of features used in this work. The second level enhances the structural 

based alert correlation model based on Expectation and Maximization (EM) to improve the 

quality of alerts and detection capability by grouping alerts with common attributes. Then an 

anomaly classification module is designed in the third level based on fusion of five 

heterogeneous classifiers Support Vector Machine (SVM), Instance based Learners (IBL), 

Random Forest, J48, and Bayes Net using Voting as a Multi-Classifier.  

The NSL KDD dataset is used in this experiment. The overall detection rate is 99.9%, false 

error rate 0.1% and execution rate of 1340.7 seconds. This shows that HAC is effective and 

practical in providing complete correlation even on high dimensionality, large scaled and low 

quality dataset used in intrusion detection system. 

Keywords:Alert Correlation, Machine Learning, Model, Performance, Intrusion Detection. 

Introduction 

The advancement of modern computers, network and internet has led to their widespread 

adoption and application in organizations’ critical systems. These organizations are 

susceptible to intrusions and malicious activities that attempt to compromise the proprietary 

business plans (integrity and confidentiality) loss of critical business data and disruption of 

services (availability) of system resources (Alkhpor & Alserhani, 2023). Intrusion detection   
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is a system for detecting intrusions and hence works as the major defensive mechanism in a 

network environment (Albasheer et al., 2022; Alsoufi et al., 2021; Kiruki, Muketha, & 

Kamau, 2023). It’s main goal is to automatically monitor network traffic and classify them as 

normal or suspicious activities and inform the security analyst or response system to take 

appropriate action before the intrusion compromises the network. 

Alert Correlation (AC) takes the generated alerts, process and produce compact reports on the 

security status of the network under surveillance(Albasheer et al., 2022; Alkhpor & 

Alserhani, 2023). 

There are four main techniques proposed in alert correlation focusing on analyzing intrusion 

alerts produced by computer networks to improve detection and prediction ability in NIDS. In 

Structural-based AC (SAC), alerts are correlated based on similarity of attributes. that it 

cannot discover the causal relationships among alerts(Ho, Hua, Siraj, & Din, 2017). The 

Causal-based AC (CAC) analysis finds the relationship between alert types in the alert stream 

to discover alert attributes that have the greatest impact on the relationship between intrusion 

alerts. Research by(Diehl & Ramirez-Amaro, 2023; Makhlouf, Zhioua, & Palamidessi, 2020; 

Wang et al., 2022) have showed that the technique can discover unknown alerts but it is 

expensive to build a complete attack database. The Statistical-based AC (STAC) defines 

normal behavior by collecting data relating to the behavior of legitimate users over a period 

of time. The work by (Boero et al., 2017)indicates that good performance of Statistical-based 

AC strongly depends on good parameters setting which is very difficult to estimate. The goal 

of data mining and machine learning technique is to produce a model expressed as an 

executable code which can be used to perform data mining tasks such as classification, 

prediction or other similar task(Kayode Saheed, Idris Abiodun, Misra, Kristiansen Holone, & 

Colomo-Palacios, 2022; Liu & Lang, 2019; Mari, Zinca, & Dobrota, 2023; Othman, Ba-

Alwi, Alsohybe, & Al-Hashida, 2018; Saranya, Sridevi, Deisy, Chung, & Khan, 2020).  

The aim of this work is to design alert correlation model for Improving performance of 

network intrusion detection based on hybrid machine learning techniques. It will  determine 

the optimum features based on hybrid feature selection techniques, enhance the structural 

based alert correlation model using unsupervised machine learning techniques and enhance 

the causal-based alert correlation model using supervised machine learning techniques. 

Literature Review 

The research(Mbugua, Thiga, & Siror, 2019)a comparative analysis on performance of three 

different ensemble methods, bagging, boosting and stacking is performed in order to 
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determine the algorithm with high detection accuracy and low false positive rate. Three 

different experiments on NSL KDD data set are conducted and their performance evaluated 

based on accuracy, false alarms and computation time. The overall performance of the 

different types of classifiers used proved that ensemble machine learning  classifiers 

outperformed the single classifiers with high detection accuracy and low false rates. 

A new feature selection model (Chahira, 2020)proposed is based on hybrid feature selection 

techniques (information gain, correlation, chi squere and gain ratio) and Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA) for feature reduction. This study employed data mining and machine learning 

techniques on NSL KDD dataset in order to explore significant features in detecting network 

intrusions. The experimental results showed that the proposed model improves the detection 

rates and also speed up the detection process. 

Theresearch(Chahira & Kiruki, 2022)compares four unsupervised learning algorithms 

namely Self-organizing maps (SOM), K-means, Expectation and Maximization (EM) and 

Fuzzy C-means (FCM) to select the best cluster algorithm based on Clustering Accuracy Rate 

(CAR), Clustering Error (CE) and processing time. The result inferred that the proposed 

model based on hybrid feature selection, PCA and EM is effective in terms of Clustering 

Accuracy Rate (CAR) and processing time for The NSL-KDD Dataset 

Methodology 

This research addresses the issues of improving the quality of alerts that are generated by 

multiple NIDSs and recognizing the attack strategy from the unrelated alerts. It is executed 

through a series of experiments and testing to achieve the goal of objectives of the research. 

This approach is preferred as the main method due to certain characteristics, such as 

performance measures, dataset evaluations and the usability of the results. 

Proposed Hybrid-Based Alert Correlation Model 

The five processing levels includes. 

a) Feature selection Extracts the optimum features from synthetic dataset based on 

ensemble feature selection methods 

b) Dimension Reduction uses PCA to reduce the dimensionality of the alerts for 

optimal correlation performance.  

c) Unsupervised Learning Algorithm clusters alerts into groups/attack steps to 

discover the structural correlation among the alerts.  
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d) Post-Clustering Algorithms improve the quality of alerts by filtering out the 

unwanted low quality alerts (redundant, false positives and low-risk alerts).  

e) Ensemble Supervised Learning Algorithm classifies alerts into classes/attack 

stages to discover the causal correlation among the alerts.  

f) Statistical Correlation Tests calculate the strength of dependencies among the 

alerts attributes to discover the statistical correlation,  

 

 

 

Figure 1: Hybrid-Based Alert Correlation Model 

 

Step 1 Ensemble-based Multi-Filter Feature Selection (EMFFS) Method 

In this phase, irrelevant and less important features are removed. An ensemble for feature 

evaluation and feature selection algorithms were invoked to select the set of relevant features. 

a novel feature selection model is proposed based on hybridizing feature selection techniques 

(information gain, correlation feature selection and chi square). The experiment, select 

attribute set based on the repetition of attribute from four scheme. Existing FS that are 

employed in experiments are 1) Correlation Feature Selection (CFS) based evaluator with 

Best-first searching method, 2) Information Gain (IG) based Attributes Evaluator with ranker 

searching method, and 3) Chi Squared Eval and Ranker searching method we obtained 
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Each algorithm evaluated each class dependent dataset created resulted in a relevant set of 

features for each particular class. The researcher considered only features that are selected by 

ten folds (like., k = 10). On the other hand, features that not selected by any algorithm were 

irrelevant and removed from the list. Output of this phase is a reduced set of common 

relevant features that were ranked by its relevance value for each attack class. 

In the proposed model, these algorithms select the best features set for all attack types in NSL 

KDD dataset (DOS, PROBE, R2L, U2R, and NORMAL.  NSL-KDD, 2014 which contains 

simulated attack scenarios in a protected environment an off-site server. KDD”99 testing set 

includes 37 attack types that are included in the testing set. The optimum features selected 

using the hybrid feature selection technique include: duration, src bytes, dst bytes, logged_in, 

same_srv_rate, diff_srv_rate, dst_host_count, dst_host_count, dst_host_srv, diff_host_rate, 

dst_host_srv_rerror_rate. Protocal_type, service, attck. Detailed experiment process and 

results are disscussed in (Chahira, 2020) 

Step 2 Enhanced Structural-Based Alert Correlation Method 

The detection component of NIDSs generates a massive amount of alerts and can overwhelm 

the security experts. An automated and intelligent clustering system is important to reveal 

their structural correlation by grouping alerts with common attributes. The aim of this 

objective is to enhance the Structural-based AC model using machine learning technique to 

improve the quality of alerts and identify attack strategy. A novel hybrid clustering model is 

developed based on normalization, discretization and Improved Unit Range (IUR) technique 

to preprocess the dataset, EMFFS, Principal Component Analysis (PCA), SAC and proposed 

Post-Clustering algorithms is implemented to reduce the alerts dimensionality and optimize 

the performance and unsupervised learning algorithm to aggregate similar alerts and to 

reduce the number of alerts. In the proposed model the performance of various unsupervised 

learning techniques like Self-organizing maps (SOM), Expectation Maximization, K-means, 

hybrid clustering and Fuzzy c-means (FCM) is compared. The output are comtained in 

(Chahira & Kiruki, 2022) 
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Figure 2: Clustering Performance based on Self-organizing maps (SOM), Expectation 

Maximization, K-means and Fuzzy c-means (FCM) The result inferred that the proposed 

model based on hybrid feature selection, PCA and EM is effective in terms of clustering 

accuracy and processing time for this dataset. 

Step 3 Enhanced causal-based alert correlation model. 

In the third phase, the output from the second phase which is the results from the hybrid 

clustering model (PCA and EM) is fed as input to the Multiple IDS Unit (MIU), and the 

output is the local decision (yi) derived from running different learning algorithms on the 

same data set. This section has five IDSs, each utilizing a unique algorithm is used 

independently for detecting a certain class of attack with improved accuracy, while 

performing moderately on the other classes. The five different types of IDS algorithms used 

are Support Vector Machines (SVM), IBK, Random Forest, J48, and Bayes Net and different 

results obtained and five outputs (local decisions) y1, y2, to y5 are obtained.The output from 

each IDS in MIU, considered as local decision (yi ), is passed onto the multi classifier 

component based on majority voting rule and makes the final decision. Each classifier has a 

weight to denote the contributions of the classifier to the voting system. For each class to be 

identified, a weighted sum of base learners can be calculated. The output from each classifier 

is taken to the decision unit, and the global decision is taken based on the majority voting 

rule. If majority outputs from the MIU unit suggest Attack, then the decision unit decides that 

the input traffic is of ATTACK type; else it is NOT ATTACK.  Detailed experiment process 

and results are disscussed in (Mbugua et al., 2019) 

Experimentation, Results and Discussion  

In the experiment, we apply full dataset as training set and 10-fold cross validation for the  

testing purposes. The available dataset is randomly subdivided into 10 equal disjoint subsets 

and one of them is used as the test set and the remaining sets are used for building the 

classifier. In this process, the test subset is used to calculate the output accuracy while the N1 

subset is used as a test subset and to find the accuracy for each subset. The process is 

repeated until each subset is used as test set once and to compute the output accuracy of each 

subset. The final accuracy of the system is computed based on the accuracy of the entire 10 

disjoint subsets.  

The experiments will be conducted on MIT Lincoln’s Lab’s DARPA 2000 Scenario Specific  
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The performance of the proposed intrusion detection system is evaluated with the help of 

confusion matrix. The conducted experiments will be evaluated according to four 

performance measures which are defined below:  

i. TPR: TP/(TP+FN), also known as detection rate (DR) or sensitivity or recall. 

ii. The False Alarm Rate (FAR) is the rate of the misclassified to classified records,  

iii. Precision (P): TP/(TP+FP) is defined as the proportion of the true positives against all 

the positive results. 

iv. Total Accuracy (TA): (TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN) is the proportion of true results 

(both true positives and true negatives) in the population. 

v. F-measure: 2PR/(P+R) is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. 

 

 

Figure 3: Performance of Proposed Hybrid-Based Alert Correlation Model 

The value of TP, P, R, FM and ROC are 0.998, 0.99, 0.99 and 0.94 that close to ‘1’ indicates 

excellent performance and below ‘0.5’ indicates average or bad performance. A smaller value 

of FP (close to zero) shows good performance since the amount of false classification is very 

small. The time taken to build the model is only 1340.7seconds. 

Conclusion 

The approach based on classifier combination achieve effective attack detection as the 

combination of multiple evidences usually exhibits higher accuracies, like. lower false 

positives, than individual decisions. In addition, the generalization capabilities of pattern 

recognition algorithms allow for the detection of novel attacks that is not provided by rule-

based signatures. 
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